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THE SYMPLECTIC APPROACH OF GAUGED LINEAR σ-MODEL
GANG TIAN AND GUANGBO XU
Abstract
Witten’s Gauged Linear σ-Model (GLSM) unifies the Gromov–Witten theory and the Landau–
Ginzburg theory, and provides a global perspective on mirror symmetry. In this article, we
summarize a mathematically rigorous construction of the GLSM in the geometric phase using
methods from symplectic geometry.
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1. Introduction
Gauged linear σ-model (GLSM), introduced by Witten [47], provides a fundamental
framework in understanding two dimensional supersymmetric quantum field theories. It
plays a significant role in the physical “proof” of mirror symmetry ([21]) and it leads
to potential mathematical proof of the Landau–Ginzburg/Calabi–Yau correspondence
(see the original physics literature [44, 20, 28] and some mathematical approaches [8, 11]
without using GLSM). Therefore it is an interesting and important task to develop the
mathematical theory of GLSM.
Before we outline the mathematical construction, let us mention a few previously
studied mathematical theories that are related to GLSM. The first one is the Gromov–
Witten theory, physically referred to as the (supersymmetric) nonlinear σ-model. It has
been constructed for compact symplectic manifolds via a series of foundational work
[35, 36, 37, 26, 17]. Gromov–Witten theory has been well-studied and very influential
in algebraic geometry and symplectic geometry. The second is the (orbifold) Landau–
Ginzburg A-model theory, which was proposed by Witten [46] and constructed mathe-
matically by Fan–Jarvis–Ruan [13, 15]. The third is a simple version of the GLSM (i.e.,
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when W “ 0 and no R-symmetry), which was introduced by Cieliebak–Gaio–Salamon
[10] and Mundet [29, 30] (also see [32, 31]). The development of these theories provides us
not only inspirations but also technical tools, especially, the virtual technique introduced
in the study of Gromov–Witten theory.
For us, a GLSM space is a quadruple pX,G, µ,W q, where X is a noncompact Ka¨her
manifold, G is a reductive Lie group acting on X, µ is a moment map for the G-action,
and W : X Ñ C is a holomorphic function (often called the superpotential) invariant
under the G-action. We also require an “R-symmetry” (a C˚-action on X) which makes
W quasihomogeneous. The variation of the moment map (the so-called Fayet-Iliopoulos
term in physics terminology) put the theory into different phases. It is said in the
“geometric phase” if µ´1p0q intersects only with the smooth part of CritW transversely,
so that X¯W :“ CritW {G is an orbifold hypersurface of X¯ :“ X{G. Among many
examples, the most famous one is the quintic model, which, in the geometric phase, X¯W
is a quintic hypersurface inside CP4.
Although it is not necessarily true in general, in certain cases, including the quintic
model, the variation of the symplectic quotient can lead to another type of phases, namely
Landau–Ginzburg models. In this phase, it is expected that the GLSM “converges” to
the cohomological field theory of Fan–Jarvis–Ruan and Witten. This would lead to a
prospective proof of the so-called Landau–Ginzburg/Calabi–Yau correspondence, and a
way of computing Gromov–Witten invariants via Landau–Ginzburg models. There have
been a few algebraic approaches (see [8] [7] [4]). A symplectic approach towards the
LG/CY correspondence is another motivation of our project.
The purpose of this article is to explain how to construct a so-called cohomological
field theory (CohFT for short) associated to a GLSM space pX,G, µ,W q. The construc-
tion in nature is similar to the construction of Gromov–Witten invariants. Namely, we
start with a nonlinear elliptic equation, the gauged Witten equation, which is naturally
associated with the problem. We construct virtual fundamental classes on the moduli
spaces of equivalence classes of solutions to the gauged Witten equation. Using the vir-
tual fundamental classes one can define various correlation functions (for all genera),
which are multilinear functions on the (Chen-Ruan) cohomology of X¯W . In [41, 42, 43],
the authors constructed an invariants for the so-called “Lagrange multiplier type super-
potential,” based on the analysis of the gauged Witten equation over a fixed smooth
Riemann surface. In this article, we describe a slightly different approach, which can
deal with more general GLSM spaces (though only for the geometric phases). We can
also extend the analysis to the case of degenerating families of Riemann surfaces. This
allows us to define a collection of correlation functions which can be packaged into the
CohFT. This article only serves as an outline of this approach, and the detail will appear
in [38].
Parallel to our approach, there are also related constructions using algebra-geometric
methods, see [3, 4] [12]. So far the algebraic-geometric methods cannot cover broad
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states and one has to show that correlation functions for only the narrow states also give a
CohFT (for example, the space of narrow states is closed under quantum multiplication).
The remaining of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
basic setting and state our results using the language of cohomological field theory. In
Section 3 we explain how to write down the gauged Witten equation. Section 4 is about
the moduli space of gauged Witten equations and a sketch of proof of compactness.
In Section 5 we recall the abstract theory of the virtual cycle construction, which was
initially brought up in [26]. In Section 6 we give a short description on how to apply the
abstract virtual cycle theory to the current situation, and how to define the correlation
function (the invariants) in the cohomological field theory. In Section 7 we discuss further
developments and speculations.
1.1. Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank David Morrison, Edward
Witten and Kentaro Hori for helpful discussions during the early stage of this project.
G.X. would like to thank Chris Woodward for his interest in this project, and to thank
Mauricio Romo for kindly answering many questions about the physics of GLSM.
2. The Cohomological Field Theory of GLSM
2.1. The GLSM space. Let K be a compact Lie group, G be its complexification, with
Lie algebras k and g. Denote Kˆ “ K ˆ Up1q, Gˆ “ G ˆ C˚, and kˆ “ k ‘ iR. We choose
an Ad-invariant metric on k, so that k and kˆ are identified with their dual spaces.
Consider a noncompact Ka¨hler manifold pX,ωX , JXq with the following structures.
(a) A holomorphic C˚-action which restricts to a Hamiltonian S1-action, with a mo-
ment map µR : X Ñ LieS
1 » iR. This action is referred to as the R-symmetry.
(b) A holomorphic G-action which restricts to a Hamiltonian K-action, with a mo-
ment map µK : X Ñ LieK » k.
(c) A holomorphic function W : X Ñ C.
We require that these structures are compatible in the following sense.
Hypothesis 2.1.
(a) The R-symmetry commutes with the G-action.
(b) W is homogeneous of degree r, i.e., there is a positive integer r such that
W pξxq “ ξrW pxq, @ξ P C˚, x P X.
(c) W is invariant with respect to the G-action.
(d) 0 P k is a regular value of µK .
(e) µ´1K p0q intersects transversely with only the smooth part of CritW . (Here CritW
is an analytic subvariety of X.)
(f) Let XW be the union of all irreducible components of CritW that have nonempty
intersections with µ´1K p0q. Then µK |XW is proper, and there is a homomorphism
ιW : C
˚ Ñ G such that
ξ ¨ x “ ιW pξq ¨ x, @x P XW .
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Remark 2.2. (a) Item (a) of Hypothesis 2.1 implies that there is a well-defined Gˆ-
action on X with a moment map µˆ “ pµR, µKq for the Kˆ-action.
(b) The objects considered in this paper are certain “fields” on surfaces with cylin-
drical ends that are asymptotic to XW X µ
´1
K p0q. On the cylindrical ends the
fields satisfy roughly a gradient flow equation, and the transverse intersection
XW X µ
´1
K p0q means an Morse-Bott type asymptotic constrain.
(c) The above hypothesis also allows us to consider the symplectic reductions
X¯ :“ µ´1K p0q{K, X¯W :“ rXW X µ
´1
K p0qs{K.
Here X¯ is a compact Ka¨hler orbifold and X¯W Ă X¯ is a closed suborbifold.
For ξ “ pξR, ξKq P kˆ, denote by ξR ÞÑ XξR and ξK ÞÑ YξK the infinitesimal R-symmetry
and the infinitesimal K-actions respectively and denote Xξ “ XξR ` YξK .
The following shows an important property of W .
Lemma 2.3. Any critical value of W must be zero.
Proof. By the homogeneity of W with respect to the R-symmetry, at a critical point x
of W , we have 0 “ XξRW pxq “ rξRW pxq for all ξR. Hence W pxq “ 0. 
We also have the following assumption on the geometry at infinity. This is sometimes
called a convex structure (cf. [9, Section 2.5]).
Hypothesis 2.4. There exists ξW in the center Zpkq Ă k, and a continuous function τ ÞÑ
cW pτq (for τ P Zpkq) satisfying the following condition. If we define FW :“ µK ¨ ξW , then
FW is proper and
x P XW , ξ P TxX
FW pxq ě cW pτq
ùñ
$&% x∇ξ∇FW pxq, ξy ` x∇Jξ∇FW pxq, Jξy ě 0,x∇FW pxq, JYµK pxq´τ pxqy ě 0. (2.1)
2.2. Example. We first look at the example in which X¯W gives hypersurfaces in weighted
projective spaces. Consider a quasihomogeneous polynomial Q : CN Ñ C. Namely, there
are integers r1, . . . , rN , r such that
Qpξr1x1, . . . , ξ
rNxN q “ ξ
rQpx1, . . . , xN q, @ξ P C
˚, px1, . . . , xN q P C
N .
It is called nondegenerate if 0 P CN is the only critical point of Q. It induces a C˚-action
(the R-symmetry) on CN by
ξ ¨ px1, . . . , xN q “ pξ
r1x1, . . . , ξ
rNxN q.
The corresponding weighted projective space is PN´1pr1, . . . , rN q “ pC
N r t0uq{C˚. Q
then defines a weighted projective hypersurface X¯Q Ă P
N´1pr1, . . . , rN q.
Following Witten [47], introduce W : CN`1 Ñ C which is defined as
W pp, x1, . . . , xN q “ pQpx1, . . . , xN q.
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The critical locus of W decomposes as
CritW “
!
p0, x1, . . . , xN q | Qpx1, . . . , xN q “ 0
)
Y
!
pp, 0, . . . , 0q | p P C
)
. (2.2)
Consider another group action by G “ C˚ on CN`1 given by
ρ ¨ pp, x1, . . . , xN q “ pρ
´rp, ρr1x1, . . . , ρ
rNxN q.
It is Hamiltonian and a moment map is
µKpp, x1, . . . , xN q “ ´
i
2
”
r1|x1|
2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rN |xN |
2 ´ r|p|2 ´ τ
ı
where τ is a constant, playing the role as a parameter of this theory.
If we take τ ą 0, then only the first component of (2.2) intersects with µ´1K p0q. One
sees that
X¯W “ X¯Q.
Item (f) of Hypothesis 2.1 holds for ιW pξq “ ξ P C
˚ » G, since along XW , the coordinate
p vanishes. Moreover, for Hypothesis 2.4, FW is roughly r1|x1|
2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rN |xN |
2 ´ r|p|2.
When τ ă 0, the theory is related to the Landau–Ginzburg theory. This is not a
geometric phase since item (e) of Hypothesis 2.1 fails.
In [47] the above example were extended the cases in which X¯W gives complete inter-
sections in toric varieties. There are a few more examples that appeared more recently
in physics literature (see [22, 23]) where G is nonabelian.
2.3. The cohomological field theory. The notion of cohomological field theory (see
[27]) is a way to axiomize Gromov–Witten theory and other similar theories. We recall its
definition. Let Λ be a commutative algebra over Q, and let Mg,k be the Deligne–Mumford
space of stable curves.
Definition 2.5. [27] A Λ-valued cohomological field theory (CohFT for short) consists
of a Z2-graded Λ-vector space H (called the state space) equipped with a Λ-valued
nondegenerate bilinear form, and a collection of correlators (Λ-multilinear functions)
x‚yg,k : H
bk ˆH˚pMg,k;Qq Ñ Λ, g, k ě 0,
whose evaluation on homogeneous elements is denoted by xα1b¨ ¨ ¨bαk;βyg,k, that satisfy
the following two splitting axioms.
(a) Non-separating node. Suppose 2g ` k ą 3. Let γ P H2pMg,k;Qq be the class
dual to the divisor of configurations obtained by shrinking a non-separating loop
(which is the image of a map ιγ : Mg´1,k`2 Ñ Mg,k). Then
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αk;β Y γyg,k “ xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αk b∆; ι
˚
γβyg´1,k`2.
Here ∆ “
ř
j δj b δ
j P HbH is the “diagonal” class representing the pairing.
(b) Separating node. Let γ P H2pMg,k;Qq be the class dual to the divisor of
configurations obtained by shrinking a separating loop, which is the image of a
map ιγ : Mg1,k1`1 ˆ Mg2,k2`1 Ñ Mg,k, also characterized by a decomposition
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t1, . . . , ku “ I1 \ I2 with |Ii| “ ki. Suppose 2gi ´ 2 ` ki ě 0. Then for any
β P H˚pMg,k;Qq, if we write ι
˚
γβ “
ř
l β
1
l b β
2
l by Ku¨nneth decomposition, then
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αk;β Y γyg,k “ ǫpI1, I2q
ÿ
j,l
xαI1 b δj ;β
1
lyg1,k1`1xαI2 b δ
j ;β2l yg2,k2`1
where ǫpI1, I2q is the sign of permutations for odd-dimensional αi’s.
Recall the CohFT associated to Gromov–Witten theory. Let Λ be the Novikov ring
Λ :“
!ÿ
aiq
λi | ai P Q, λi P R, lim
iÑ8
λi “ `8
)
.
In Gromov–Witten theory, for a compact symplectic manifold pM,ωq, H “ H˚pM ; Λq
is equipped with the Poincare´ pairing. The correlation functions xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨αk;βyg,k are
just the Gromov–Witten invariants. It is defined as follows. Taking a compatible almost
complex structure J onM , the moduli space of stable J-holomorphic curves representing
class A P H2pM ;Zq, denoted by Mg,kpM ;Aq, admits a virtual fundamental cycle. There
is the evaluation map
ev : Mg,kpM ;Aq ÑM
k ˆMg,k.
The virtual fundamental cycle is pushed forward by the evaluation map to a class“
Mg,kpM ;Aq
‰vir
P H˚pM
k ˆMg,k;Qq.
The pairing against the cohomology class α1b¨ ¨ ¨bαk and β gives the correlation function
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αk;βyg,k :“
ÿ
APH2pM ;Zq
qωpAq
A“
Mg,kpM ;Aq
‰vir
, α1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αk b β
E
.
The fact that this is a well-defined Λ-multilinear map follows from Gromov compactness.
The two splitting axioms of CohFT can be derived from the properties of the virtual
fundamental cycles (see [37] and [17]). Further, the Gromov–Witten theory were ex-
tended to orbifolds in [5], where the state spaces are replaced by the Chen-Ruan orbifold
cohomology [6].
The Landau–Ginzburg correlation functions defined in [15] can also be packaged into
a CohFT. In that case, the moduli spaces do not have components labelled by the degree
(namely, the class A) so the use of the Novikov ring is not necessary.
We give a formal description of the CohFT associated to a GLSM space pX,G,W,µq,
whose construction occupies the rest of this paper. The state space is H :“ H˚CRpX¯W ; Λq,
the Chen-Ruan orbifold cohomology of X¯W . When the quotient X¯W “ rXW Xµ
´1
K p0qs{K
is free (for example, in the quintic model), H˚CRpX¯W ; Λq is the same as the ordinary
cohomology. When the quotient is not free, there exist finite order elements γˆ P K such
that XW,γˆ X µ
´1
K p0q “ rFixpγˆq XXW s X µ
´1
K p0q ‰ H. The quotient rXW,γˆ X µ
´1
K p0qs{K
is denoted by X¯W,rγˆs, which only depends on the conjugacy class rγˆs. In this case,
H˚CRpX¯W ,Λq is the direct sum of the ordinary cohomology of X¯W with components
corresponding to the “twisted sectors,” namely, H˚pX¯W ;rγˆs; Λq. The degree in the twisted
sectors needs to be shifted by certain rational numbers ιprγˆsq, i.e., for α P H˚pX¯W,rγˆs; Λq,
degCRpαq “ degpαq ´ ιprγˆsq.
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The Z2-grading on H, though, is still defined by the ordinary cohomology degree.
To define the correlation functions, one consider certain moduli spaces Mg,kpX,W ;Bq
of gauge equivalence classes of solutions to the gauged Witten equation. Here B is
an equivariant class in HK2 pXW ;Qq, playing a similar role as the class A P H2pM ;Zq in
Gromov–Witten theory. In particular, B can be evaluated against the equivariant Chern
class cK1 pTXq and the equivariant symplectic class ωK . We will describe the gauged
Witten equation in the next section. There is an evaluation map
ev : Mg,kpX,W ;Bq Ñ
ğ
rγˆs
X¯W,rγˆs ˆMg,k.
Notice that the ordinary cohomology of the disjoint union
Ů
rγˆs X¯W,rγˆs (the so-called
inertia stack) is the Chen-Ruan cohomology. Moreover, one can construct a virtual
fundamental cycle on Mg,kpX,W ;Bq, which is pushed forward via the above evaluation
map to a class
“
Mg,kpX,W ;Bq
‰vir
P
«à
rγˆs
H˚pX¯W,rγˆs;Qq
ffbk
bH˚pMg,k;Qq.
This class can be evaluated against cohomology classes. Our main result is
Theorem 2.6. [38] The collection of virtual cycles rMg,kpX,W ;Bqs
vir define (in the
same fashion as defining orbifold Gromov–Witten invariants) a CohFT on H˚CRpX¯W ; Λq.
3. The Gauged Witten Equation
In this section we introduce the gauged Witten equation. It can be viewed as a
combination of the symplectic vortex equation ([10], [29, 30]) and the Witten equation
([46], [14, 15, 13]). In particular, compared to Gromov–Witten theory, there are two
additional features. First, the equation is defined not for ordinary curves but for r-
spin curves, the same for the Witten equation. Second, the equation is not conformal
invariant and we need to choose volume forms on curves. The second feature is actually
very important. Because of the flexibility of volume forms, we can manipulate them for
our purposes.
3.1. r-spin curves.
Definition 3.1. A (smooth) r-spin curve C consists of a compact orbifold Riemann
surface ΣC whose orbifold points are z1, . . . , zk, an orbifold holomorphic line bundle
LR Ñ ΣC, and an isomorphism
ϕR : L
br
R » KΣC b Opz1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Opzkq. (3.1)
The orbifold structure of LR at zj is classified by an integer mj P t0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u. If
mj “ 0, we say that zj is broad; otherwise it is called narrow.
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The right hand side of (3.1) is called the log-canonical bundle of C, denoted by ωC.
The moduli space of stable r-spin curves of genus g with k orbifold points, denoted
by Mrg,k, is a branched cover over the Deligne-Mumford space Mg,k (see [15] for more
details about Mrg,k, or the moduli space of more general W -curves). For any collec-
tion m1, . . . ,mk P t0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u, we have a connected component (could be empty)
Mrg,kpm1, . . . ,mkq Ă M
r
g,k.
Let Σ˚C be the (open) surface obtained by removing the punctures z1, . . . , zk. There is
a way of choosing a cylindrical metric on Σ˚C which varies smoothly over M
r
g,k. Further,
there is a canonically induced Hermitian metric HR on LR|Σ˚C
from the cylindrical metric
on Σ˚C, using the r-spin structure. Let AR be the Chern connection of HR, which varies
smoothly over Mrg,k. A useful fact is that the curvature form FAR of AR is uniformly
bounded with respect to the cylindrical metric.
Let PR Ñ Σ
˚
C be the unit circle bundle with respect to the metric HR, which is a
principal S1-bundle. Consider a principal K-bundle PK Ñ Σ
˚
C and let P
˚
C be the fibre
product PR ˆΣ˚C
PK , which is a principal Kˆ-bundle. Form the associated fibre bundle
πY : Y
˚
C Ñ Σ
˚
C, where Y
˚
C :“ P
˚
CˆKˆ X. We lift W to WP ΓpY
˚
C, π
˚
Y ωCq, defined by
WprpR, pK , xsq “W pxqϕRpppRq
rq.
By the fact that W is homogeneous of degree r, W is a well-defined section.
Consider arbitrary connection 1-forms AK P ApPKq. Let A “ pAR, AKq be the induced
connection on P ˚C. We denote by AW pP
˚
Cq Ă ApP
˚
Cq the subset of connections obtained
in this way. An important fact is that each A induces an integrable complex structure
on the total space Y ˚C and W is holomorphic with respect to this complex structure.
The Ka¨hler metric is Kˆ-invariant, hence there is an induced Hermitian metric on
the vertical tangent bundle T vertY ˚C Ñ Y
˚
C. Therefore, one can dualize the differential
dWvert P ΓpY ˚C, π
˚
Y ωCb pT
vertY ˚Cq
_q, obtaining the gradient
∇WP ΓpY ˚C, π
˚
Y ω
_
Cb T
vertY ˚Cq.
On the other hand, for each A P AW pP
˚
Cq and u P SpY
˚
Cq, one can form
BAu P ΓpΣ
˚
C, ωCb u
˚T vertY ˚Cq “: Ω
0,1pΣ˚C, u
˚T vertY ˚Cq.
It lies in the same space as u˚∇W“: ∇Wpuq. Hence we can write the Witten equation
BAu`∇Wpuq “ 0.
We need to fixed the complex gauge by imposing a curvature condition on AK , that is,
the following vortex equation
˚ FAK ` µKpuq “ 0, (3.2)
where ˚ is the Hodge star operator with respect to the cylindrical metric. The gauged
Witten equation is the following system on pA, uq P AW pP
˚
Cq ˆ SpY
˚
Cq
BAu`∇Wpuq “ 0, ˚FAK ` µKpuq “ 0. (3.3)
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There is an obvious gauge symmetry of this system, similar to the case of symplectic
vortex equation. However, one has a crucial difference, which is, the first equation is not
invariant under complex gauge transformation.
3.2. Energy. Choose p ą 2. Consider pairs pA, uq P A1,pW ;locpP
˚
Cq ˆ S
1,p
loc pY
˚
Cq. With
respect to a local trivialization of P ˚C over a chart U Ă Σ
˚
C, u can be viewed as a map
from U to X and A is identified with d` φds`ψdt, where φ,ψ PW 1,ploc pU, kˆq and s, t are
local coordinates of U . The covariant derivative of u, in local coordinates, reads
dAu “ dsb pBsu`Xφpuqq ` dtb pBtu`Xψpuqq.
For such a pair pA, uq, define its energy as
EpA, uq “
1
2
´
}dAu}
2
L2 ` }µKpuq}
2
L2 ` }FAK }
2
L2
¯
` }∇Wpuq}2L2
“
1
2
«ż
Σ˚C
´
|dAu|
2 ` |µKpuq|
2 ` |FAK |
2 ` 2|∇Wpuq|2
¯
σc
ff
.
A solution over C Ă Σ˚C is called bounded if it has finite energy and there exists a
Kˆ-invariant compact subset N Ă X such that upCq Ă P ˆ
Kˆ
N .
Let ĂMCpX,W q be the set of smooth bounded solutions and MCpX,W q be its quotient
by smooth gauge transformations.
3.3. Asymptotic behavior and the homology class of solutions. We show the
following properties of the gauged Witten equation. Denote Y ˚W :“ P
˚
CˆKˆ XW .
Theorem 3.2. Given a smooth r-spin curve C and v “ pA, uq P ĂMCpX,W q. Then
(a) u is holomorphic with respect to A and upΣ˚Cq Ă Y
˚
W .
(b) For each puncture zj of C whose r-spin monodromy is expp2πmj{rq P Zr, there
exist xj P µ
´1
K p0q XXW and λj P k, such that under certain trivialization of Y
˚
C,
lim
zÑzj
e´rimj{r`λjstups, tq “ xj , e
2πimj{re2πλj ¨ xj “ xj .
Sketch of Proof. Firstly, using similar method as [41, Proposition 4.5], one can prove that
∇Wpuq converges to zero as approaching to punctures. By a simple computation and
using Stokes’ theorem, }BAu}
2
L2
is equal to the sum of limits of Wpuq at punctures. It
follows from Lemma 2.3 that BAu “ 0 and hence upΣ
˚
Cq Ă Y
˚
W , hence prove Item (a).
Next, one can show that µKpuq converges to zero as approaching to punctures. Therefore,
near punctures, one can project u to a holomorphic map into X¯W (here the projection is
holomorphic by the Ka¨hler condition). By the usual removal of singularity (for orbifold
holomorphic maps), one obtains Item (b). 
Denote γˆj “ e
2πrιW pimj{rq`λjs P K. Its conjugacy class rγˆjs in K is gauge-invariant.
Then xj P FixXγˆj X µ
´1
K p0q X XW . Since the K-action on µ
´1
K p0q has only finite sta-
bilizers, rγˆjs belongs to only a finite collection of possible conjugacy classes. We define
an orbifold completion YCprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq Ñ ΣC of Y
˚
C, constructed by adding orbifold
charts near zj, whose transition function between the original chart and the orbifold
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chart is erιW pimj{rq`λj st. Then Theorem 3.2 implies that u extends to a continuous orb-
ifold section of YCprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq. Therefore v defines a rational equivariant homology
2-class of XW , denoted by rvs. Its image in H
K
2 pX;Qq is also denoted by rvs. Notice
that rvs contains the topological information of the bundles LR and PK . One can prove
an a priori energy bound using similar computations as in the case of symplectic vortex
equation (see for example [9]).
Theorem 3.3. There is a function e : HK2 pX;Qq Ñ R satisfying the following condition.
Given a bounded solution v to the gauged Witten equation over C satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 3.2, one has Epvq ď eprvsq.
Remark 3.4. The energy bound is usually necessary to prove compactness. In the theory
of vortex equation, one has the energy identity, i.e., the energy is exactly equal to a
topological quantity. In our case, we can achieve that by varying the connection AR and
requiring AR to satisfy the vortex equation. This is actually the choice made in [41].
4. Moduli Space and Compactness
The moduli space needs to be compactified. Similar to the case of Gromov–Witten
theory, there are a few issues we need to take care of. The first one is the bubbling. Since
we have assume that X is aspherical, sphere bubbling cannot happen. The second one is
to study the limiting behavior of solutions on a sequence of r-spin curves that degenerate
to a nodal curve. This is a bit subtle when we have gauge fields. For example, in [32]
the compactification of moduli space of symplectic vortices is much more complicated.
However, this is partially caused by using the smooth metric for the vortex equation.
Our choice of cylindrical metric for the vortex equation can eliminate this complexity
and simplify the compactification. Thirdly, at punctures or when nodes are forming, a
positive amount of energy can stay on an infinite cylinder and form solitons. Lastly,
since the target space is noncompact, one has to prove a uniform C0 bound. The C0
bound is derived using an argument of [9], using Hypothesis 2.4 and the holomorphicity
of solutions.
In this section, we first define the notion of solitons. Then we will introduce the notion
of stable solutions. Lastly we give a rather complete proof of the C0 bound, which is the
crucial part of the proof of compactness.
4.1. Solitons.
Definition 4.1. Let Θ “ RˆS1 be the infinite cylinder. Given m P t0, 1, . . . , r´1u and
denote λR “ im{r. A soliton is a triple v “ pu, φ, ψq, where u PW
1,p
loc pΘ,XW q is a map,
φ,ψ P W 1,ploc pΘ, kq, such that they solves the equation$&% Bsu` Yφ ` JpBtu`XλR ` Yφq “ 0,Bsψ ´ Btφ` rφ,ψs ` µKpuq “ 0. (4.1)
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One can define a notion of energy for solitons. It is easy to prove that for any bounded
solution to (4.1), one can gauge transform it to a solution v “ pu, φ, ψq such that
(a) There exists λ˘ P k such that lim
sÑ˘8
pφps, tq, ψps, tqq “ p0, λ˘q.
(b) There exists x˘ P XW X µ
´1
K p0q such that
lim
sÑ˘8
e´rλR`λ˘stups, tq “ x˘, e
2πpλR`λ˘q ¨ x˘ “ x˘. (4.2)
It follows that a soliton v represents a rational equivariant homology class inHK2 pXW ;Qq.
To establish compactness for solitons, one also needs to prove the energy quantization
property, namely, there is a positive lower bound for energy of solitons. We skip the
details here.
4.2. Stable solutions. Let us fix genus g and the number of marked points k. The
domain of a stable soliton is a prestable r-spin curve rC of genus g with k marked points,
such that its stabilization C is obtained from rC by contracting all unstable rational com-
ponents with two special points, each of which is the domain of a nontrivial soliton. Such
a domain can be described by a dual graph Γ. Moreover, on the principal components
Σα (i.e., those that are not contracted by stabilization) one has chosen a volume form
which is of cylindrical type and which varies smoothly over Mrg,k.
Definition 4.2. Let rC be a prestable r-spin curve with combinatorial type Γ. A stable
solution with underlying curve rC consists of a collection of smooth bounded solutions vα
to the gauged Witten equation for all principal components Σα and a collection of solitons
vδ for all bubble components Σδ. These solutions should satisfy the following matching
conditions at nodes. Namely, for each node w with preimages w1, w2 in the normalization
of rC, the monodromies of the solutions around w1, w2, denoted by γˆ1, γˆ2 P K, should
satisfy γˆ1γˆ2 “ 1. Moreover, the evaluations at w1, w2 in X¯W,rγˆ1s “ X¯W,rγˆ2s coincide.
The homology class of a stable solution is the sum in HK2 pXW ;Qq of the classes of
all components. For each dual graph Γ and B P HK2 pXW ;Qq, let MΓpX,W ;Bq be the
moduli space of gauge equivalence classes of stable solutions over prestable r-spin curvesrC that has the combinatorial type Γ and homology class B.
One can define a partial order Γ1 ď Γ among dual graphs. Define MΓpX,W ;Bq :“
\Γ1ďΓMΓpX,W ;Bq. One can define the topology of MΓpX,W ;Bq in the usual way for
gauged maps. Although solutions to the gauged Witten equations are not typical vortices,
the topology only depends how we define the convergence locally. We call this topology
the G-topology. Moreover, it is also a standard procedure to prove the following fact,
thanks to the uniform C0 bound.
Theorem 4.3. For a dual graph Γ representing the combinatorial type of a genus g
r-spin curve with k punctures, stable up to soliton components, and a homology class
B P HK2 pXW ;Qq, MΓpX,W ;Bq is compact and Hausdorff.
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4.3. Compactness. The compactness part of Theorem 4.3 relies crucially on a uniform
C0 bound on solutions. In the old setting of [41], because we need to perturb the
equation, the proof becomes very complicated due to the perturbation term and the loss
of the holomorphicity of solutions. In the current setting the C0 bound can be derived
in a way similar to the case of [9], essentially by the convexity and the properness of the
moment map. The proof is now extended to the situation when the conformal structure
of the curves degenerate.
In more precise terms, the result on uniform C0 bound is stated as follows.
Proposition 4.4. For any equivariant curve class B P HK2 pXW ;Qq, there exists a Kˆ-
invariant compact subset N “ NpBq Ă X satisfying the following conditions. Given a
smooth r-spin curve C and pA, uq P ĂMCpX,W ;Bq, one has upΣ˚q Ă P ˆKˆ N .
Proof. For any local coordinate z “ s` it on Σ˚C, let ∆ be the standard Laplacian in this
coordinate. Denote the volume form by σKdsdt. Denote vs “ Bsu`Xφ, vt “ Btu `Xψ.
By the vortex equation on AK , one has
∇
A
s vt ´∇
A
t vs “ ∇spBtu`Xψq `∇Btu`XψXφ ´∇tpBsu`Xφq ´∇Bsu`XφXψ
“ ∇BsuXψ `XBsψ `∇Btu`XψXφ ´∇BtuXφ ´XBtφ ´∇Bsu`XφXψ
“ XBsψ ´XBtφ ` rXψ,Xφs
“ XFA
“ XFAR ´ σKYµK .
Consider the proper function FW “ µK ¨ ξW given by Hypothesis 2.4, whose restriction
to XW is Kˆ-invariant. Moreover, u is holomorphic with respect to A. Therefore
∆FW puq “ Bsx∇FW puq, Bsuy ` Btx∇FW puq, Btuy
“ Bsx∇FW puq, vsy ` Btx∇FW puq, vty
“ x∇As ∇FW puq, vsy ` x∇FW puq,∇
A
s vsy ` x∇
A
t ∇FW puq, vty ` x∇FW puq,∇
A
t vty
“ x∇vs∇FW , vsy ` x∇vt∇FW , vty ` x∇FW ,´J∇
A
s vt ` J∇
A
t vsy
“ x∇vs∇FW , vsy ` x∇vt∇FW , vty ` x∇FW , σKJYµK ´ JXFAR y.
Since |FAR | is uniformly bounded, for some τR P Zpkq, one has
∆FW puq ě x∇vs∇FW , vsy ` x∇vt∇FW , vty ` x∇FW , σKJYµK´τRy.
By Hypothesis 2.4, whenever FW pupzqq ě cW pτRq, ∆FW puq ě 0. Hence FW puq is a
subharmonic function, which can only achieve its maximal value at punctures of Σ˚C.
If C has at least one puncture, then by the asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions,
at punctures the limit of u is in the compact subset XW X µ
´1
K p0q, which cannot give
arbitrarily large value of FW . Since FW is proper, u is contained in a compact subset. If
C has no punctures, then FW puq is a constant function. However, since FW “ µK ¨ ξW ,
from the vortex equation, we know that
x˚FAK , ξW y “ ´µKpuq ¨ ξW “ ´FW puq.
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The integral of the left hand side over Σ˚C is a topological quantity depending on B.
Hence FW puq cannot be a very large constant. 
Thanks to the above C0 bound, it is then routine to finish the proof of Theorem
4.3. We remark that because we used the cylindrical metric for the K-component of the
vortex equation, the phenomenon that appeared in the approach of [32] when conformal
structure degenerates would not appear (see also [45]). The proof of Hausdorffness of
Mg,kpX,W ;Bq is also very similar to the case of Gromov–Witten theory. We omit the
details.
5. Abstract Theory of Virtual Cycles
We recall the framework of constructing virtual fundamental cycles associated to mod-
uli problems. Such constructions, usually called “virtual technique,” has a long history
since it firstly appeared in algebraic Gromov–Witten theory by [25]. There have been
many different approaches so far. The current method is based on the topological ap-
proach of [26].
5.1. Topological Virtual Orbifolds.
Orbifolds, orbibundles and embeddings. We only consider topological orbifolds and con-
tinuous orbibundles. The notion of topological embeddings include the requirement that
the embedding is locally flat. Further, the existence of normal bundle (or tubular neigh-
borhood) is not automatic in the topological category.
Let f : Y Ñ X be a topological embedding between orbifolds. A tubular neighborhood
is a map π : N Ñ Y where N is a neighborhood of fpY q inside X such that it contains
another neighborhood N 1 of fpY q such that π|N 1 : N
1 Ñ Y is a disk bundle over Y .
Two tubular neighborhoods π1 : N1 Ñ Y and π2 : N2 Ñ Y are equivalent if there is
another tubular neighborhood π3 : N3 Ñ Y with N3 Ă N1XN2 and π1|N3 “ π2|N3 “ π3.
An equivalence class of tubular neighborhoods is called a germ. A strong embedding
from Y to X is a topological embedding f : Y Ñ X together with a germ of tubular
neighborhoods f`. An open embedding is automatically a strong embedding. Moreover,
compositions of strong embeddings are still strong embeddings.
Let E1 Ñ U1, E2 Ñ U2 be orbifold vector bundles. A bundle embedding of E1 Ñ U1
into E2 Ñ U2 is a pair pφ, pφq where φ : U1 Ñ U2 is a topological embedding, andpφ : E1 Ñ E2 is an injective bundle map which covers φ. A tubular neighborhood of the
bundle embedding pφ, pφq is a tubular neighborhood ν : N Ñ φpU1q of φ : U1 Ñ U2 as
well as a projection pν : E2|N Ñ E2|φpU1q
whose restriction to φpU1q is the identity. Two tubular neighborhoods pν : N Ñ φpU1q, pνq
and pν 1 : N 1 Ñ φpU1q, pν 1q are equivalent if they have a common, smaller tubular neigh-
borhoods. An equivalence class of tubular neighborhoods is also called a germ. A strong
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embedding of orbifold vector bundles is a bundle embedding together with a germ of
tubular neighborhoods. Strong bundle embeddings can also be composed.
Multisections and perturbations. When involved with group actions, it is generally im-
possible to achieve transversality while preserving the equivariance. A typical way to
handle the equivariant situation is to use multi-valued perturbations.
Let A, B be sets, l P N, and SlpBq be the l-fold symmetric product of B. An l-
multimap f from A to B is a map f : AÑ SlpBq. For another l1 P N, there is a natural
map ml1 : S
lpBq Ñ Sll
1
pBq. Hence f can be identified with an ll1-multimap ml1 ˝ f . If
Γ “ tg1, . . . , gsu acts on A and B, then it acts on S
lpBq for any l P N and we can talk
about Γ-equivariant multimaps from A to B.
One can define the notion of multisections of an orbibundle E Ñ X using local charts
and transition functions. There is also a notion of topological transversality for multisec-
tions. Finally, since one can achieve transversality in the topological category by small
perturbations (see [33]), one can perturb (single-valued) sections to transverse multisec-
tions.
Virtual orbifold atlases. In this subsection, all orbifolds can be realized as effective global
quotients as M{Γ where M is a topological manifold and Γ is a finite group.
Let X be a compact and Hausdorff space. A virtual orbifold chart (chart for short)
on X is a tuple K “ pU,E, S, ψ, F q where U is an orbifold, E Ñ U is an orbifold vector
bundle, S : U Ñ E is a continuous section, ψ : S´1p0q Ñ X is a homeomorphism onto
its image F Ă X. F is called the footprint of the chart K. The integer dimvirK :“
dimU ´ rankE is called the virtual dimension of K. If U 1 Ă U is a precompact open
subset, then we can restrict K to U 1 in the obvious way, denoted by K|U 1 , called a
shrinking of K.
Definition 5.1. Let Ki :“ pUi, Ei, Si, ψi, Fiq, i “ 1, 2 be two charts of X. An embed-
ding of K1 into K2 consists of a strong embedding φ21 :“ pφ21, pφ21, φ`21, pφ`21q of orbifold
vector bundles and a projection pπ21 : E2|φ21pU1q Ñ pφ21pE1q, such that the diagrams
E1
pφ21 //
φ1

E2
φ2

U1
S1
DD
φ21 // U2
S2
ZZ
S´11 p0q
φ21 //
ψ1

S´12 p0q
ψ2

X
Id // X
commute. Moreover, denote E21 :“ kerppπ21q Ă E2|φ21pU1q which is complementary topφ21pE1q. For any tubular neighborhood pν21 : N21 Ñ φ21pU1q, pν21q representing the germ
pφ`21,
pφ`21q, consider the composition
N21
S2 // E2|N21
pν21 // E2|φ21pU1q Id´pπ21// E21
which preserves fibres. We require that its restriction to each fibre is a homeomorphism
near the origin.
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One can prove that the composition of two embeddings is still an embedding.
Definition 5.2. LetKi “ pUi, Ei, Si, ψi, Fiq, pi “ 1, 2q be two charts. Aweak coordinate
change from K1 to K2 is a triple T21 “ pU21,φ21, pπ21q, where
(a) U21 Ă U1 is an open subset.
(b) pφ21, pπ21q is an embedding from K1|U21 to K2.
It is called a strong coordinate change if in addition
(c) ψ1ppS1q
´1p0q X U21q “ F1 X F2 Ă X.
Lemma 5.3. Let Ki “ pUi, Ei, Si, ψi, Fiq, pi “ 1, 2q be two charts and let T21 “ pU21,φ21q
be a weak coordinate change from K1 to K2. Suppose K
1
i “ Ki|U 1i be a shrinking of Ki.
Then the restriction T 121 :“ T21|U 1
1
Xφ´1
21
pU 1
2
q is a weak coordinate change from K
1
1 to K
1
2.
Moreover, if T21 is strong, then T
1
21 is also strong.
Definition 5.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. A weak (resp. strong) virtual
orbifold atlas of virtual dimension k on X is a collection
A :“
´!
KI :“ pPI , ψI , FIq | I P I
)
,
!
TJI “
`
PJI ,φJI
˘
| I ď J
)¯
,
where pI,ďq is a finite, partially ordered set; for each I P I, KI is a chart of virtual
dimension k; and for each pair I ď J , TJI “ pUJI ,φJI “ pφJI , pφJI , φ`JIqq is a weak (resp.
strong) coordinate change from KI to KJ . They are subject to the following conditions.
‚ (Cocycle Condition) For I ď J ď K P I, denote UKJI “ UKI X φ
´1
JI pUKJq Ă
UI , then we require
φKI |UKJI “ φKJ ˝ φJI |UKJI .
More explicitly, denote EI,KJI “ EI |UKJI . Then the cocycle condition means
φKI |UKJI “ φKJ ˝ φJI |UKJI ,pφKI |EI,KJI “ pφKJ ˝ pφJI |EI,KJI .
‚ (Filtration Condition) For I ď J ď K P I, we have,
pπKI |φKI pUKJI q “ pπJI |φJIpUKJI q ˝ pπKJ |φKI pUKJI q
Equivalently, if we denote EJI “ kerpπJI , then
EKI |φKI pUKJIq “ EKJ |φKJ pUKJI q ‘
pφKJpEJI |φJIpUKJIqq. (5.1)
‚ (Overlapping Condition) For I, J P I, FI X FJ ‰ H ùñ I ď J or J ď I.
All virtual orbifold atlases considered in this paper have definite virtual dimensions,
although sometimes we do not explicitly mention it.
Notation 5.5. If pνJI : EJ |NJI Ñ EJ |φJI pUJIq is a representative of pφ`JI , then it induces an
isomorphism pϕJI : EJ |NJI » ν˚JI `EJ |φJIpUJIq˘ .
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On the other hand, the projection pπJI : EJ |φJI pUJIq Ñ pφJIpEI |UJI q induces a splitting
EJ |φJIpUJIq »
pφJIpEI |UJI q ‘EJI .
It can be extended to the tubular neighborhood NJI , denoted bypϕJI : EJ |NJI » ν˚JI pφJIpEI |UJI q ‘ ν˚JIEJI (5.2)
5.2. Virtual fundamental cycle. In order to construct the virtual cycle, we need some
more technical preparations.
Definition 5.6. Let A :“ ptKI “ pUI , EI , SI , ψI , FIq | I P Iu, tTJI “ pUJI ,φJIq | I ď
Juq be a strong virtual orbifold atlas on X. A shrinking of A is another virtual orbifold
atlas A1 “ ptK 1I “ pU
1
I , E
1
I , S
1
I , ψ
1
I , F
1
Iq | I P Iu, tT
1
JI “ pU
1
JI ,φ
1
JIq | I ď Juq indexed by
elements of the same set I such that
(a) For each I P I, K 1I is a shrinking KI |U 1I of KI .
(b) For each pair I ď J , T 1JI is the induced shrinking of TJI given by Lemma 5.3.
Given a strong virtual orbifold atlas A :“ ptKI “ pUI , EI , SI , ψI , FIq | I P Iu, tTJI “
pUJI ,φJIq | I ď Juq, we define a relation O on the disjoint union
Ů
IPIUI as follows.
UI Q xO y P UJ if one of the following holds.
(a) I “ J and x “ y;
(b) I ď J , x P UJI and y “ φJIpxq;
(c) J ď I, y P UIJ and x “ φIJpyq.
If A1 is a shrinking of A, then it is easy to see that the relation O1 on
Ů
IPIU
1
I defined
as above is induced from the relation O for A via restriction. Then one can prove the
following result (see the proof in [43, Appendix]).
Lemma 5.7. For each virtual orbifold atlas A, there exists a shrinking A1 of A such that
O1 is an equivalence relation. Moreover, if we define |A1| :“
´Ů
IPIU
1
I
¯
{O, then one can
make |A1| Hausdorff and for each I P I, the natural map U 1I Ñ |A
1| is a homeomorphism
onto its image.
The above conditions for the shrunk atlas A1 also appear in the definition of the so-
called “good coordinate system” in the theory of Kuranishi structures (see [16]).
Theorem 5.8. Let X have a virtual orbifold atlas
A “
´ 
KI “ pPI , ψI , FIq | I P I
(
,
 
TJI “ pPJI ,φJI , pπJIq | I ď J(¯
which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.7. Then for any ǫ ą 0, there exist multisections
tǫI of EI Ñ UI for all I P I satisfying the following conditions.
(a) For I ď J , there is a tubular neighborhood pνJI : EJ |NJI Ñ EJ |φJIpUJIq represent-
ing the germ pφ`JI such that for zJ P NJI ,pϕJIpzJ q´tǫJpzJ q¯ “ ´pφJI`tǫIpφ´1JI pνJIpzJqqq˘, 0JI¯.
Here we used the notation (5.2) and 0JI P ν
˚
JIEJI is the zero section.
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(b) For every I P I, }tǫI}C0 ď ǫ.
(c) For every I P I, SǫI :“ SI ` t
ǫ
I is a transverse multisection.
Denote by Sǫ the system tSǫIuIPI of perturbations and pS
ǫq´1p0q :“
`Ů
IPIpS
ǫ
Iq
´1p0q
˘
{O Ă
|A|. Then for ǫ sufficiently small, pSǫq´1p0q is compact.
Strongly continuous maps. Consider a compact Hausdorff spaceX equipped with a strong
virtual orbifold atlas A that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.7. Let Y be a topolog-
ical space. A strongly continuous map from pX,Aq to Y consists of a collection of
continuous maps fI : UI Ñ Y such that for all I ď J , fJ ˝ φJI “ fI . Assume that S is
a transverse multi-valued perturbation of A and S´1p0q is compact in |A|. We skip the
discussion of orientations but our problem induces a natural orientation, so that we can
define the push-forward class
f˚rS
´1p0qs P H˚pY ;Qq
One can also prove that two different systems of choices (such as the choice of pertur-
bations) give the same class. In application, the strongly continuous map is usually
the evaluation map, which is defined not only on the moduli space X, but also on the
thickening |A|.
6. Definition of the Invariants
Now we describe how to construct a virtual orbifold atlas on Mg,kpX,W ;Bq and to
define the CohFT. One first needs to study the linear theory associated to the gauged
Witten equation, including a computation of Fredholm index.
6.1. The Fredholm theory and expected dimensions. Let k ě 0 be the number of
punctures and g ě 0 be the genus of the domain curve. Let rγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆks be conjugacy
classes of K that have finite orders and choose representatives γˆ1, . . . , γˆk. By abuse
of notation, rγˆjs also carries the information of an integer mj P t0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u that
prescribes the type of the puncture zj of the r-spin structure.
Definition 6.1. Let ĂMg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq be the set of triples pC,vq, where C represents
a point of Mrg,kpm1, . . . ,mkq and v “ pA, uq is a smooth bounded solution to the gauged
Witten equation (3.3) over Σ˚C such that the limiting monodromy of A at the j-th marked
point is rγˆjs. Let Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq be the quotient of ĂMg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq by the group
of smooth gauge transformations over the punctured surfaces.
Each gauge equivalence class rC,vs P Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq represents a class class B P
HK2 pXW ;Qq. Then one can decompose the moduli space into connected components:
Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq “
ğ
BPHK
2
pXW ;Qq
Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆks;Bq.
Meanwhile, we have a well-defined continuous evaluation map
ev : Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq Ñ
kź
j“1
X¯W,rγˆj s.
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We would like to realize Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆksq as the zero set of certain Fredholm section.
More precisely, fix p ą 2 and a small δ ą 0. Then define
BC “ B
1,p,δ
C,R ‘W
1,p,δ
´
Σ˚C, adpPKq|Σ˚C
¯
‘W 1,p,δ
´
Σ˚C, u
˚Y ˚C
¯
‘ TC, (6.1)
here B1,p,δC,R ĂW
1,p,δ
`
Σ˚C, adpPRq|Σ˚C
˘
is the space of infinitesimal deformations of unitary
connections on LR that do not change the holomorphic structure, and TC is a finite
dimensional vector space consisting of variations of the evaluations of v at the punctures.
Let GC :“ W
2,p,δ
`
Σ˚C, adpP
˚
Cq
˘
be the space of infinitesimal gauge transformations on
C. Denote
EC :“ L
p,δ
´
Σ˚C, adpP
˚
Cq
¯
‘ Lp,δ
´
Σ˚C, u
˚T vertY ˚C
¯
.
Then the linearization of the gauged Witten equation over C and the linearization of the
gauge transformation give a complex of Banach spaces
GC // BC // EC . (6.2)
Proposition 6.2. (6.2) is a Fredholm complex and its Euler characteristic is
dimCX¯p2´ 2gq ` 2c
K
1 pBq ´
kÿ
j“1
”
2ιprγˆj sq ` rankC∇
2W |X¯W,rγˆj s
ı
.
Therefore the expected dimension of Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆks;Bq is equal to“
dimCX¯ ´ 3
‰
p2´ 2gq ` 2k ` 2cK1 pBq ´
kÿ
j“1
”
2ιprγˆj sq ` rankC∇
2W |X¯W,rγˆj s
ı
.
When proving Proposition 6.2 it is convenient to introduce a Banach space E`C :“ EC‘
E1C, where E
1
C “ L
p,δ
`
Σ˚C, adpP
˚
Cq
˘
. Consider an “augmented gauged Witten equation”
Fpv1q “ 0 P E`C, which is defined for objects v
1 near v and the E1C component of Fpv
1q
is a local gauge-fixing condition. Its linearized operator
DC : BC Ñ E
`
C (6.3)
is Fredholm and its index is equal to the Euler characteristic of the complex (6.2).
Meanwhile, the moduli space Mrg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆks;Bq has lower strata parametrized by
dual graphs. A decorated dual graph Γ is a connected graph, consisting of a set of
vertices VpΓq, a set of edges EpΓq and a set of tails TpΓq, such that each v P VpΓq is
decorated with a class Bv P H
K
2 pXW ;Qq and a genus gv ě 0. Given a decorated dual
graph Γ, MΓprγ1s, . . . , rγksq is the fibred product defined by the matching condition via
the evaluation maps at nodes.
Proposition 6.3. Given a decorated dual graph Γ, the expected dimension of the moduli
space MΓprγ1s, . . . , rγksq is equal to“
dimCX¯ ´ 3
‰
p2´ 2gq ` 2k ` 2cK1 pBq ´
kÿ
j“1
”
2ιprγj sq ` rankC∇
2W |X¯W,j
ı
´ 2#EpΓq.
This result follows formally from Proposition 6.2 and the following property of ιprγˆsq.
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Proposition 6.4. For any conjugacy class rγˆs of K of finite order such that X¯W,rγˆs ‰ H,
ιprγˆsq ` ιprγˆ´1sq “ codimC
”
X¯W,rγˆs, X¯W
ı
.
6.2. Constructing virtual cycles. We give a short account on how to construct a
virtual cycle satisfying the axioms. The detail will appear in [38].
Constructing local charts. The first job is to construct a local chart around each point of
the compactified moduli space Mg,kpX,W ;Bq. To illustrate the construction, assume for
simplicity that we have a stable solution over a stable curve with irreducible components
Cα; in particular, there is no soliton components. The solution represents a point p P
Mg,kpX,W ;Bq. Moreover, assume that the solution has trivial automorphism.
Let Bα be the Banach space BC in (6.1) for with C replaced by Cα. Define
B :“
!
pξαq P
à
α
Bα | matching condition
)
.
Here “matching condition” means at each node w connecting two components Cα and
Cα1 the component of ξα in TCα and the component of ξα1 in TCα1 are equal. Denote
E :“
à
α
E`α .
Therefore, the restriction of the direct sum of all DCα (see (6.3)) to B, denoted by
D : BÑ E is a Fredholm operator.
From the ellipticity of D, one can fine a finite dimensional subspace E :“
À
αEα Ă E,
generated by smooth sections that have compact supports away from the nodes and
punctures. (When there is a nontrivial automorphism group, one has to require that E
is invariant under the automorphism group.) Then define
Umap :“
!
peα, ξαq P E ˆB | eα ` Dαpξαq “ 0
)
. (6.4)
We still use Umap to denote a small neighborhood of the origin of the above vector space.
Moreover, introduce the space of smoothing parameters Udef which is a small ball
centered at the origin of the universal infinitesimal deformation space of C. Then ζ P Udef
parametrizes a family of stable r-spin curves Cζ that represent points in a neighborhood
of rCs in Mrg,k. Moreover, there is a subspace U
1
def Ă Udef parametrizing nearby curves
that have the same combinatorial type as C, i.e., without smoothing out any nodes. Let
U2def be the complement which is homeomorphic to a product of k small disks in C where
k is equal to the number of nodes of C. Let a general element of Udef be ζ “ pζ
1, ζ2q.
Then by a standard application of the implicit function theorem for Banach spaces,
one obtain a family of objects preα, rvα, Cζ1q over the nodal curve Cζ1 , parametrized by
elements in Umap ˆ U
1
def where preα, rvαq is a solution to reα `FCαprvαq “ 0.
Now turning on the smoothing parameter. For ζ “ pζ 1, ζ2q with ζ2 ‰ 0, one can
construct a family of appropriate solutions preapp, rvappq over Cζ of the equation reapp `
FCζ prvappq “ 0. They are not actual solutions, but by proving a few estimates and apply-
ing the implicit function theorem, one can show that each preapp, rvappq can be corrected
(in a specific way) to an actual solution. For example, one needs to prove
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Proposition 6.5. There is a constant τ ą 0 such that for ζ sufficiently small,›››reapp `FCζprvappq›››
Lp,δpΣ˚
Cζ
q
ď |ζ2|τ .
Moreover, the “specific way” of correcting an appropriate solution to an actual so-
lution depends on the choice of a right inverse of the linearization of the augmented
gauged Witten equation. Let the actual solution be denoted by preexact, ruexactq, which is
parametrized by U :“ UmapˆUdef . There is an obvious map S : U Ñ E, and an obvious
map ψ : S´1p0q Ñ Mg,kpX,W q. One also need to prove the following results
Lemma 6.6. For sufficiently small shrinking of UmapˆUdef , the map ψ is a homeomor-
phism onto its image and covers an open neighborhood F of rC,vs in Mg,kpX,W q.
Therefore, the tuple K “ pU,E, S, ψ, F q defines a virtual orbifold chart in the sense of
Definition 5.1 (with trivial isotropy group).
Gluing charts. The local charts Kp we constructed have no transition functions among
them. Now we explain the basic idea of how to construct an atlas that have transi-
tion functions out of these local charts. Assume for simplicity that Mg,kpX,W ;Bq has
only two strata, the top stratum M0 and a lower stratum M1, where the latter is com-
pact. Then M1 can be covered by the footprints Fpi of a finite collection of the charts
Kp1 , . . . ,Kpn . Assume furthermore that n “ 2; one can use either a slighly modified ar-
gument or induction to treat the general case. Shrink Fp1 , Fp2 to open subsets F
1
p1
Ă Fp1
and F 1p2 Ă Fp2 which still cover M1. Here A Ă B means A Ă B and the closure of A is
compact. Denote E` “ Ep1‘Ep2 . Then one can perform the gluing construction for the
bigger obstruction space E`, and construct a chart K` “ pU`, E`, S`, ψ`, F`q, where
F` covers a neighborhood of F 1p1 X F
1
p2
XM1. Furthermore, since Epi Ă E` for i “ 1, 2,
one can construct weak coordinate changes from Kpi to K`. This is because in (6.4),
enlarging the obstruction space E results a bigger solution set Umap. Then the collection
pKp1 ,Kp2 ,K`q together with the coordinate changes satisfies the cocycle condition and
the filtration condition in Definition 5.4.
One has to do one more step of modifications so that the atlas satisfies the overlapping
condition in Definition 5.4. Indeed, take shrinkings F3pi Ă F
2
pi
Ă F 1pi such that F
3
p1
and F3p2
still cover M1. Then we can shrink Kp1 to K
˚
p1
whose footprint is F3p1 r F
2
p2
, shrink Kp2
to K˚p2 whose footprint is F
3
p2
r F 2p1 , and shrink K` to K
˚
` whose footprint is F
1
p1
X F 1p2 .
Then it is easy to see that K˚p1 , K
˚
p2
and K˚` satisfy the overlapping condition.
Now the three charts cover an open neighborhood U1 of M1, whose complement is
compact. Then one can find another finite collection of charts Kqi whose footprints cover
M0 r U1. It is similar to carry out the construction inductively, together with shrinking
the charts for a few times. We skip the details. We can also make sure (by shrinking
charts appropriately) that the coordinate changes are strong in the sense of Definition
5.2. Finally one constructed a strong virtual orbifold atlas on Mg,kpX,W ;Bq.
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6.3. The invariants. Now we have constructed a strong atlas A on the moduli space
Mg,kpX,W ;Bq. By results recalled in Section 5, by shrinking, we may assume that A sat-
isfies the conditions of Lemma 5.7. Restricting to components labelled by monodromies
at punctures, the evaluation map and the forgetful map
Mg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆks;Bq Ñ Mg,k ˆ
kź
j“1
X¯W,rγˆj s
can be extended to a strongly continuous map defined on A. Then for any transverse
multi-valued perturbationS of A, the pushforward of S´1p0q defines a rational homology
class
rMg,kprγˆ1s, . . . , rγˆks;Bqs
vir P H˚pMg,k;Qq b
kź
j“1
H˚pX¯W,rγˆj s;Qq.
This class is independent of the choice of perturbations and various other choices. Eval-
uating against cohomology classes, and summing over all components of Mg,kpX,W ;Bq,
this gives the definition of genus g correlation functions
x‚yg,k : H
bk ˆH˚pMg,k;Qq Ñ Λ.
Lastly, the system of correlation functions we just defined satisfy the two splitting
axioms (see Definition 2.5). This can be shown by essentially the same methods as
proving the splitting axioms of Gromov–Witten invariants, although we have to make
the argument adapted to the current setting. (See [37] for the case of Gromov–Witten
theory in the semi-positive case and [17] for the general case.)
7. Discussions
We discuss several related problems, some of which are more or less at hand and some
of which are still difficult to deal with.
7.1. The Landau–Ginzburg theories. As the limit of GLSM, the (orbifold) Landau–
Ginzburg A-model theory has been constructed by Fan–Jarvis–Ruan [13, 15]. The con-
struction of virtual cycles on the moduli space of the Witten equation is based on the
theory of Kuranishi structure of Fukaya–Ono [17]. The narrow case also has an algebraic
construction, due to Chang–Li–Li [2] using the cosection construction of virtual cycles
developed in [24].
In GLSM for W “ pQ where Q : CN Ñ C is a quasihomogeneous polynomial, one
can turn to the non-geometric phase which can recover the Landau–Ginzburg theory.
Given an r-spin curve pC, LRq and another line bundle LK , the gauged Witten equation
is roughly of the following form$’’’&’’’%
BAu` p∇Qpuq “ 0,
BAp`Qpuq “ 0,
FAK ´ i
”řN
i“1 ri|ui|
2 ´ r|p|2 ´ cK
ı
σc “ 0.
(7.1)
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Here u “ pu1, . . . , uN q and each ui is a section of pLRLKq
ri ; p is a section of L´rK ;
AK is a connection on LK ; the LG phase requires that cK ă 0. If the equation is
unperturbed, then one can easily derives that solutions should satisfy u “ 0 and BAp “ 0,
FAK ` ipr|p|
2 ` cKqσc “ 0. This makes pp,AKq an abelian vortex, whose moduli space
is identified with rd-fold symmetric product of Σ˚C, where d “ ´degLK . In this way, the
GLSM is closely related to the theory of Ross-Ruan [34] in the narrow case. Moreover,
there is a way to perturb (7.1) in the broad case in a fashion similar to the treatment of
[13] to define the cohomological field theory in the broad case. This will be discussed in
detail in [40].
7.2. The adiabatic limits. In GLSM without a potential function, Gaio and Salamon
[18] proved a correspondence between the gauged Gromov–Witten invariants of X and
the Gromov–Witten invariants of the symplectic reduction X¯. Their method is to use
the adiabatic limit of the vortex equation, namely, the ǫÑ 0 limit of the equation
BAu “ 0, ˚FA ` ǫ
´2µpuq “ 0.
Gaio and Salamon essentially showed that in the limit, solutions to the above equation
converges to holomorphic curves in X¯ modulo bubbling.
Similar phenomenon happens in the adiabatic limit of the gauged Witten equation in
the geometric phase. Consider the ǫ-dependent version of equation (3.3)
BAu`∇Wpuq “ 0, ˚FAK ` ǫ
´2µKpuq “ 0.
One would like to prove that as ǫ Ñ 0, solutions converges to holomorphic curves in
X¯W modulo bubbling, in a fashion similar to the case of Gaio–Salamon. We state the
following conjecture, which will be studied in [39].
Conjecture 7.1. There is a class a P H˚CRpX¯W ; Λq satisfying
lim
ǫÑ0
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αk;βy
GLSM ;ǫ
g,k “
ÿ
lě0
xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b αk b ab ¨ ¨ ¨ b alooooomooooon
l
;π˚βyGWg,k`l.
Here the left hand side is the GLSM correlation function with the parameter ǫ and the
right hand side is the orbifold Gromov–Witten invariant of X¯W ; π : Mg,k`l Ñ Mk is
the forgetful map. The class a is defined by counting affine vortices whose images are
contained in XW , in a similar fashion as the quantum Kirwan map proposed by Salamon
and studied by Ziltener [51] and Woodward [48, 49, 50].
7.3. The wall-crossing. As formulated by Witten [47], the GLSM can unify “infrared”
theories in different geometric phases or geometric phases with Landau–Ginzburg phases
in the “ultraviolet.” The Landau–Ginzburg/Calabi–Yau correspondence is therefore ex-
plained as a wall-crossing phenomenon.
A general way to prove such correspondence, or more basically, a wall-crossing for-
mula, is by constructing a “master space.” For simplicity, consider the symplectic vortex
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equation in a Hamiltonian S1-manifold pX,ω, µq. Suppose τ0 is a critical value of µ and
τ˘ “ τ0 ˘ ǫ. Then consider the union of moduli spaces of solutions to
BAu “ 0, ˚FA ` µpuq ´ τ “ 0 (7.2)
for all τ in rτ´, τ`s. Moreover, we should consider the moduli space of “framed vortices,”
i.e., solutions pP,A, uq to (7.2) with a point in a fixed fibre Pz of P . This gives a master
space ĂMrτ´,τ`spX,µq. Although for τ “ τ0, (7.2) is not Fredholm, as a whole the master
space has good deformation theory. Moreover, the value of τ is a moment map for
a natural S1-action on the master space. In principle, using the localization, one can
derive a wall-crossing formula. The reader can refer to a construction of the master
space [1] and [19].
The principle can be applied to the case of GLSM. In fact using this idea Chang–Li–
Li–Liu [3, 4] derived an algorithm of computing Gromov–Witten invariants of quintic
3-folds. We hope to explore the wall-crossing phenomenon and carry out the master
space construction in future study.
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